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Machine learning moves fast and breaks humans. . .
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. . . but should keep calm and have solid foundations.

Adversarial attacks
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Neural networks are highly compositional

LeNet, 1998

AlexNet, 2012

GoogLeNet, 2014

InceptionV3, 2015

Images: Joseph Paul Cohen
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Neural networks have two directions

Usually we think of a feedforward neural network operating in the
forward direction: a value for the parameters θ has been fixed,
and the network provides a mapping from data x to predictions y.

Nθ
x

y

In the training process, neural networks also operate in the
backwards direction: transforming errors in predictions ∆y into
changes in parameters ∆θ via backpropagation.

N∆θ
∆x

∆y
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Categorical perspectives
B. Fong, D. Spivak, R. Tuyeras
Backprop as Functor, 2017
Think of NN’s in lens categories, using
get- and put-like operations.

D. S., S. Katsumata
Differentiable Causal Computations, 2019
Think of NN’s in differential categories,
using morphisms and their derivatives.

Today’s perspective

Think of NN’s as part of a state-and-effect triangle, interpreting
them as state transformers and predicate transformers.
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State and effect triangles

Setop
Hom(−,2)

,, Set
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x : X ` f(x) : Y
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Dense layers

A (dense) layer in a neural network is often depicted like this:

• 0.15 //
0.25

''

•

•
0.2

77

0.3
// •
α

◦

0.35

??

0.35

77

Black nodes are neurons

Edge weights represent
strength of connection

White node gives biases

α : R→ R is a differentiable
“activation function”

We package the weights and biases as a matrix:

T =

(
0.15 0.2 0.35
0.25 0.3 0.35

)
As shorthand, also let

WT =

(
0.15 0.2
0.25 0.3

)
, bT =

(
0.35
0.35

)
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Multilayer perceptra

A multilayer perceptron is a composition of dense layers:

• 0.15 //
0.25

''

• 0.4 //
0.5

''

•

•
0.2

77

0.3
// •
α

0.45

77

0.55
// •
β

◦

0.35

??

0.35

77

◦

0.6

??

0.6

77

The category MLP has objects natural numbers and is freely
generated by layers 〈M,σ〉 : n⇒ k. The MLP above is the
composition of 〈T, α〉 : 2⇒ 2 before 〈S, β〉 : 2⇒ 2.
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Transforming states (forward direction)

A layer 〈M,σ〉 : n⇒ k computes a function

[[M,σ ]] : Rn → Rk defined by x 7→ map(σ)(M × (x, 1))

This is also x 7→ map(σ)(WMx+ bM ).

An MLP computes the composite function of its layers. Thus we
have a functor Stat : MLP→ Set with Stat(n) = Rn and

Stat(`) =

{
idRn if ` = niln

[[M,σ ]] ◦ Stat(`′) if ` = 〈M,σ〉 :: `′
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Transforming errors (backwards direction)

A layer 〈M,σ〉 : n⇒ k also transforms real-valued (“loss”)
predicates by precomposition:

L : Rk → R 7→ L ◦ [[M,σ ]] : Rn → R

This gives a functor Pred : MLP→ Setop. . . but it’s not really the
error transformation you see in machine learning.
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Transforming gradients (also backwards)

If f : Rn → Rk is differentiable, its derivative at a point x ∈ Rn is
a linear function Jf |x : Rn → Rk so that Jf |x ×∆x = ∆y is the
best approximation to f(x+ ∆x)− f(x).

In machine learning, we are interested in the adjoint problem:
given a desired output change ∆y, what is the most efficient ∆x
to cause this change?

The chain rule tells us how to transform a gradient along a single
layer:

J [[M,σ ]]|x ×∆x = J(map(σ)(M × (x, 1)))|x ×∆x

= Jmap(σ)|M×(x,1) × J(M × (x, 1))|x ×∆x

= Jmap(σ)|M×(x,1) ×WM ×∆x

J [[M,σ ]]|>x ×∆y = W>M × Jmap(σ)|M×(x,1) ×∆y
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Transforming gradients (backwards)

Extending gradient transformation across a layer to gradient
transformation across an MLP gives a contravariant functor from
pointed MLPs to Set,

Grad : (x ∈ Rn, n)
`−→ (y ∈ Rk, k) 7→

S, β

S

∆y
∆x2 ,W>

S ×Jβ̂×∆y

T, α x2
x

T y
W>

T ×Jα̂×∆x2

We still need two ingredients: a way of obtaining the original
gradient ∆y and an update for the parameters S and T .
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Learning with functors

The original gradient comes from a loss function L : Rk → R.
∇L : Rk → Rk and so ∇L|y ∈ Rk.

We bundle this with a point to
get the category SL:

objects are (x, n, L) ∈ (Rn,N,RRn)

morphisms (x, n,Q)→ (y, k, L) are MLPs ` : n⇒ k such
that y = Stat(`)(x) and Q = Pred(`)(L)

“Backpropagation” is a functor BPη : SL→ NN, best seen:

S, β

S

∆y = ∇L|y
∆x2 ,W>

S ×Jβ̂×∆y

T, α

−η · Jβ̂ × ∆y × (x2, 1)>

x2
x

T y

−η · Jα̂× ∆x2 × (x, 1)>

W>
T ×Jα̂×∆x2
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Mutability

MLP has copiers, here is the one from R→ R2:

• 1 //
1

''

•

◦
0

77

0
// •
id

After training, the weights may change! To fix this, we add a
mutability boolean to each edge to indicate whether it can be
changed in training.

Mutability booleans also allow us to compose layers in parallel.
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Wrapping up

Many ideas in the training of neural networks are
compositional, admitting categorical treatments.

State-and-effect triangles allow us to interpret neural
networks’ two modes:

NN’s act as state transformers on data.
NN’s act as predicate transformers on losses and gradients.

Training is also functorial.

Future work

Richer network structures: beyond MLPs

Richer learning algorithms: beyond SGD

Joining forces with other categorical perspectives?

Completing the state-and-effect triangle

Solving real problems in machine learning?
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Thanks!
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